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1) The Collective Combatant’s Uplifting Primer 
 
The Collective Combatant’'s Uplifting Primer is a small book supplied to any Collective soldier 
upon beginning training. It is a compendium of useful or mandatory information for any Zealot or 
soldier, covering such diverse topics as arms and equipment maintenance, personal hygiene, 
rules and regulations of the Collective, and enemy recognition and particulars. It may be 
inaccurate in some regards, like downplaying the combat capabilities of Force Users, to instill 
greater confidence in the reader. Additionally, it features areas to be filled in by the owner, so 
that it may act as a record of service. 
 
 
 
2) The Midi-Chlorian Litmus Test 
 
Hatred towards Force Users and scientific expertise have given birth to this paper-like testing 
material obsoleting more complicated scanner equipment. Upon contact with Midi-Chlorians, the 
white test strip will sizzle, smoke, and turn a different color than the blood sample it has been 
exposed to. While primarily a tool to hunt Force Users, voluntary blood tests have become a 
gesture of brotherhood among Collective soldiers. Rumors about suicides upon the discovery of 
Midi-Chlorians have sprung up. 
 
 
 
3) The Remembrance 
 
Behind the ominous title hides a room-sized contraption of Virtual Reality equipment and drug 
injectors using archived and edited combat footage to impress someone’s experience upon the 
person given into its care. While the “viewer” cannot influence or alter the events shown to him, 
emotion-influencing drugs and creatively applied torture equipment blur the borders between 
replay and reality until the experience becomes the viewer’s own. The device is used to instill 
first hand hatred for Force Users and their allies by implanting the experience of having fought 
such ruthless opposition in a merciless battle until being ruthlessly slain. Zealots visit the 
Remembrance at least once in their training, with cases of voluntary repeat exposure occurring. 






